MAY IS BIKE MONTH
progress, culminating in the CRW's annual
spring celebration -~ a quarter and halfcentury ride on May 23. A calendar of
events for Bike Month is provided below.
During Bike Month the CRW makes an all out
effort to encourage non-members to come
ride with us. A calendar of CRW Bike
Month events is distributed to local bike
shops to reach non-members. This promotional effort is effective in attracting
new members to join the CRW. So if you
see new faces on the rides, welcome them
and make them feel at home. Rememberyou too once had your first CRW ride!
CRW members prepare for the start of
February 28's frostbite ride at Newton
Center.
With spring upon us, riders
will be able to shed their winter garb
and go greater distances.
Help celebrate national Bike Month -- go out
and ride!

With winter finally over and spring beginning, it is time to start biking again.
Although some of us biked through the
winter, freezing temperatures and snow do
not lend themselves for enjoyable recreational riding. This month is a good time
to start riding in that it is national
Bike Month, a time to recognize the bicycle as a means of transportation as well
as a recreational vehicle.
Through the valiant efforts of Jill
Eiseman and others, the CRW has planned a
variety of events for Bike Month. These
include an effective cycling workshop,
bicycling films, a commuter caravan, and a
variety of rides with distances that increase as the month (and our muscles)

May Calendar of Even t8
MAY 2

10:30 am
12 and 25 mile loops
"Start of Bike Month Activities"

Starting point: Hayden Recreation Center,
24 Lincoln Street, Lexington (1/4 mile
from the Lexington Green).
Bike month's first ride includes 12 and 25
mile rides through Lexington, Weston,
Waltham, and Lincoln. People who have
never ridden with the CRW before are encouraged to come. Members are encouraged
to bring their friends who aren't members.
Lunch is in Lexington at the Hayden
Recreation Centre after the ride. A
clinic on bicycle maintenance and repair
will be held after lunch. Two films will
be shown after the clinic (see below).
Ride leaders are: Dave Brahmer, 387-3243,
and Mike Hanauer, 862-5927.

MAY 2, SUNDAY

2:00 pm
"Bicycling Films"

a Brighams and a small sandwich shop
there. Ride leaders: Debra Glassman and
Mark Roseman, 489-3141.

Place: Hayden Recreation Centre, 24
Lincoln Street, Lexington
After the morning's ride and the clinic on
bike maintenance (see above) two films
will be shown. The first, "Bicycling
Safely on the Road," presents the common
sense, safe approach, to cycling. The
second "Psychling" is the inspirational
story of John Marino's cross-country bike
trip in 12 days, 3 hours, and 41 minutes,
achieved after recovering from severe back
injuries.
MAY 4,

TUESDAY 7:30 pm
"CRW Monthly Board Heeting"

The Board meets at the HIT Electric Power
Systems Engineering Lab Conference Room,
Building 10 Room 178 (10-178) on the
ground floor under the Great Dome, 77
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. As part
of Bike Month, CRW members as well as
non-members are encouraged to come to the
meeting and see how the Board operates.

MAY 14, FRIDAY
7:15 am
"BABC Commuter Caravan"
Starting point(s): Porter Square Shopping
Center in Cambridge; Cleveland Circle in
Brighton; and Fields Corner T Station in
Dorchester, corner of Dorchester Avenue
and Park. (For more information and
details about the Cambridge and Brighton
starting points, call 491-RIDE; if you
plan on starting from Dorchester, call
Charles Demers, 696-8713.)
Come on out and show that the bicycle is a
real alternative means of transportation
for commuting to work. Last year's caravan brought out a big crowd, including a
high wheeler. Let's see if this year the
turnout can be even bigger. All rides
converge on the Boston Common, at the
corner of Beacon and Park, for a rally at
8: 15.

22 and 46
mile loops
MAY 8, SATURDAY 8 am
20 mile loop
"CRH Breakfast Ride"
Starting point: Medford Square, in the
parking lot at the east end of the square
(across from Baskin-Robbins).
Early birds will gather for a 10 mile ride
to the Haywardville Restaurant in Melrose
for breakfast. Afterwards, return to
starting point, or gather a group on your
own for a ride from there.

21, 29, 34 and 43
mile loops
~tarting point:
G een.

Starting point: Newton Centre, at the
intersection of Beacon and Centre Streets.
This weeks ride takes us Newton, Needham,
Hestwood, Walpole, Millis, Sherborn, and
Dover. The short loop will lunch at Dover
Center; the long loop in Millis. There
will be at least one store in each location where food can be purchased. The
terrain is moderate with a few hills. The
leaders are: Barry Fricks, 247-4832; and
Richard Kline, 491-2168.

MAY 22, SATURDAY
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
"Effective Cycling Workshop"

Lexington Center Town

This is a favorite annual ride through
Lexington, Bedford, Carlisle, and Concord.
Lunch will be in Concord Center. There is

Place: Hayden Recreation Center, 24
Lincoln Street, Lexington.
This intensive all day session covers
fitting your bicycle to you, maintenance,
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basic safety skills, avoidance maneuvers,
and more. Led by John Allen (author of
The Complete Book of Bicycle Commutirig and
frequent guest columnist in Bicycling
magazine) and assisted by "effective
cycling" course graduates. Please call,
641-1066 if you plan to attend or need
more information.
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MAY 23, SUNDAY
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25 and 50
mile loops
"CRW Spring Celebration"

,,,..

Planning Ahead ...
JUNE 6, SUNDAY

10:00 am

25 and 60
mile loopps

Starting point: Bandstand in Wakefield at
the edge of Lake Quannapowitt (Exit 34 off
Route 128).

9:00 am

Starting point: Dedham Plaza (located on
Route 1, one mile north of the intersection with Route 128).
Come ride CRW's annual spring (LAW sanctioned) quarter and half-century ride.
Fee of $2 for CRW members, $3 for nonmembers, will cover patch (if 25 miles is
completed in 3 hours, or 50 miles completed in 6 hours), sag-wagon, map, marking of route, and refreshments. There may
be places to buy food along the way,
however, people should bring their own
lunches just in case. Commemorative Bike
Month patches will be available to
purchase.
MAY 29-31 MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND 340 miles
"Sixth Annual Tour of New England"
Although not officially part of Bike
Month, energetic riders might be interested in this trip which touches all six
New England states in three days and goes
through some of the most beautiful scenery
in the area. The ride leader is Jacek
"Rudy" Rudowski. For details refer to
last month's Wheelpeople or call Rudy
at 625-0610, evenings.
MAY 30, SUNDAY
9:30 am
"Show and Go Ride - Memorial Day Holiday"
Starting point: Cambridge Common (actoss
from the Sheraton-Commander Hotel).

This ride goes through the beautiful
countryside in Wakefield, North Reading,
North Andover, Boxford, Topsfield, and
Middleton over flat to rolling terrain.
Lunch will be at the Harold Parker State
--Forest; people should bring their own
food. Ride leader is Bill Roberts,
489-1384.
JUNE 13, SUNDAY

10:00 am

30 and 45
mile loops

Starting point:
Gloucester.

Fisherman's Statue in

Today's ride tours scenic Cape Anne,
including Beverly, Prides Crossing,
Manchester, Hamilton, Essex, and West
Gloucester. Lunch will be in Manchester.
There may be a store or two open; but the
best bet is for people to bring their own.
The terrain is moderate with some large
hills, though most will be taken on the
downhill. Ride leader is Matt Hintlian,
729-3878.
JULY 3-5
July 4th Weekend
"Seventh Annual Trip to Mount Washington"
This trip is from Boston to the summit of
Mount Washington, New Hampshire and back
in three days. Jacek "Rudy" Rudowskiis
the ride leader for this excursion. For
details see last month's Wheelpeople or
call Rudy at 625-0610, evenings.

¥
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JULY 3-5
July 4 Weekend
"Second Annual July 4th Trip to Cape Cod"

SEPTEMBER Labor Day Weekend
"2nd Annual Labor Day Trip to Nantucket"

This excursion leaves Boston 6 pm Friday,
returning Monday 6 pm. Lodging is at
hostels (low cost, bunkhouse accomodations, hot showers, cooking facilities,
plenty camaraderie). The route includes
the Bridgewater Train Hostel, New Bedford,
Martha's Vineyard, Hyannis, Orleans,
Provincetown, and Boston. Due to the
excellent ferry connections, only 40 miles
of riding per day are necessary -- ride
more if you wish. There will be time for
swimming and siteseeing. Send $45 to John
Allen, 40 Rugg Road, Allston, MA 02134,
783-1558, to cover ferry and hotel
reservations.

The second annual Nantucket trip will
l~ave Friday night or Saturday morning,
Wl th return on Monday.
Send $40 deposit
to John Allen, 40 Rugg Road, Allston, MA
02134. If you have any questions call
John at 783-1558.

AUGUST
Two Week Tour
"First Annual Two-Week Vermont Tour"
"Experience Vermont" or "The Quest for the
Quintessential Roadside Diner"(*) has been
tentatively set for the weeks of August 8
and 15. Music, theatre and crafts festivals, historic attractions, cultural
events, swimming holes, vegetable stands,
etc. are hoped to be included in the
itinerary to experience Vermont at its
fullest. Contact Sue Genser, 782-6485, 38
Matchett Street, Brighton, MA 02135 or
John Allen, 783-1558, if you're interested
and indicate if you would rather stay at
hostels,inns, camp out, or any combination. Also indicate particular routes or
roads you would like to travel and activities or events you would like to see. The
shape of this trip depends on your response. Sue and John would appreciate CRW
members who have traveled Vermont - especially by bicycle - to call and share
their knowledge and experience.
More specific info on the trip will be
provided in next month's Wheelpeople.
Firm commitments will be needed in June to
make the necessary arrangements.

* Quest

leader writes that should such a
diner be found, the possibility exists
that we may never return.

Editor's
Mailbox
CRW members should note that the nominal
price of gasoline is falling and that the
relative price of gas (relative to other
product prices) has been falling for a
couple years. This means more
Massachusetts drivers on the road this
season, unfortunately. This is meaningful
in view of the fact that the mythical and
legendary habits of Massachusetts drivers
has been given an objective element of
truth: the National Committee on Uniform
Traffic Laws and Ordinances ranked
Massachusetts fifty-second out of the fifty
states (Puerto Rico and D.C. were also
included) in how well each state's traffic
laws are written and enforced. A recent
issue of AAA World has the details.
Massachusetts continues to be innovative,
however; just recently there has been a
movement to actually put convicted drunk
drivers in jail! Our state's innovative
and progressive nature is not new; witness
the fact that drivers here have been
practicing right-on-red for years. Indeed,
I have seen several prescient drivers
taking the straight-on red option this past
month. There is even a bottle bill in the
works, although I will believe it only when
I see the first returned nickel; the pro
compaign should immediately put up posters
reminding the public that five returned
bottles equals another game of PACMAN.
Something like that could turn the tide.
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Members should feel free to use this column
as a sounding board.
Keep the letters,
articles, stories, and other material
coming in. Material for publication must
be in the EditorYs hands by the 10th of the
month before the issue for which it will
appear.
Send matrial to:
Jeffery
A. Luxenberg
Editor, CRW Wheelpeople
19 Sparhawk Street
Brighton, MA 02135
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From The President

May is Bike Month.
For the second
consecutive year, CRW has planned a
program of rides and related activities to
promote recreational cycling among our
members and to the general public.
A
number of people were involved in planning
these programs, but Jill Eiseman has
spearheaded our efforts.
Those of you who
are not directly involved in this process
can, however, directly contribute to our
success by being a participant.
I encourge each of you to invite at least
one non-member friend to join you and us on
a club ride during May.
In so doing, you
may greatly contribute to involving someone
in a totally new and very enjoyable and
healthful recreational activity-club
riding.

TOURING EXCELLENCE
FOR UNDER $450.00
THE BIANCHI RANDONNEUR
SEE IT AND COMPARE
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I will never forget my first CRW ride in
May 1978. It was my first group riding
experience.
On the way back to Newton
Centre from the South Natick Dam, I missed
an arrow, got lost and somehow literally
rode in a Memorial Day weekend parade
during my circuitous route back to the
starting point.
I have been coming back
again and again and hope you will also.
Get out on that bicycle and ride.
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KICK STANO & REflECTORS
PLUS ONE fEAR SERVICE
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There will probably be a number of people
riding with us for the first time during
the next few weeks.
CRW has been
criticized (wrongly I believe) by some
newer riders as a club composed of cycling
elitists.
That is not the kind of image
that we want to project.
Therefore, I hope
you will all join me in welcoming new
riders and doing whatever you can to make
their participation a rewarding experience.
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Mileage

John Springfield
Patty Kirkpatrick
Barbara Audin

The following are mileage totals for 1982
for CRW members through the end of
March.
John Latva
Ed Trumbull
Joe Cormier
Jerry Campbell
Marty Walls
Peter Reagan
Dick Buck
Water McNeil
Emile Bielawa
Doug MacDonald
Elaine Braun-Keller
Greg Lenhart
Osman Isvan
Ned Weld
Bob Fisher
Joan Klappert
Paul Foley
Scott Turner
Don Blake
Dick Lewis
Barry Fricks
Jill Eiseman
Bruce Wisentaner
John Gregory
Francie Sparks
Jeffery Luxenberg
Jacek "Rudy" Rudowski
Dave Taylor
Gail Taylor
Mark Remaly
Eliott Morra
Debbie Luxenberg
Richard Levine
John Kane
Pete Moss
George Cusack
Karen Lease
Butch Black
Nancy Tichanuk
Curt Audin
Sam Hull
Earl Foreman
Andy Weiner
Mark Hanna
Eva Casey
Glen Coffman
Maria Hurley
1Il'.".

-It
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.. ",.,_.,,,.,-
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2858
1874
1843
1621
1615
1410
1292
1203
1181
973
970
957
910
843
813
750
697
679
660
586
583
502
475
465
460
456
437
433
383
369
356
352
300
288
268
260
237
210
191
160
132
129
107

99
86
75
72

This is a great start. Already we have
ten brand new reportees. Let me hear from
a bunch more of you for April. Did you
see the "challenge" in this month's
Bicycling? Eliane what happened?
I am curious to get some figures as to
when your Huret (band driven) odometer bit
the dust. I had one that last for 15700
miles and Jerry Campbell tells me his quit
at a little over 7000. What about yours?
Do you ride in wet weather?
Mail in your mileage by the fifth of the
month to Ed Trumbull, 19 Chase Avenue,
West Newton, MA 02165 or call 332-8546.
-Ed Trumbull
Mileage Corrdinator

-----------------,
Prior to ofering patches for sale, the
LAW must be assured of a demand for
them. The CRW has asked that some
yearly and monthly mileage achievement
patches be offered, in the same spirit
as the century patch. To assist in
this data effort please check (if) which
of the following patches you would
qualify for and purchase if they were
available. Indicate with an asterisk
(*) those that you don't qualify for
yet, but are shooting for and have
reasonable expectation to accomplish.
Please send the completed form to Ed
Trumbull, 19 Chase Avenue, West Newton,
MA 02165.
5000 miles/year
7000 miles/year
10000 miles/year
500 miles/month
1000 miles/month
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Carbohydrate

Loading
Nonnal diet,

by

Nancy

C:e.rk,

Nutriticris:,

'·~.S. ,R.D.

Sports Medicine

Resource

"What's the best ".my
. to carbohydrate-load?"
is a question confused cyclists frequently
ask. They ~ant to know how to best fuel
their muscles when testing their endurance.
Traditionally, athletes have followed a
week-long deplete-and-load dietary regimen
which involved an exhaustive bout of
exercise followed by three "depletion" days
of low carbohydrate diet, then three
"loading" days of a high carbohydrate
intake.
Recently, exercise physiologists
who questioned the benefit of this regimen
have reported that the depletion phase is
useless for trained athletes.
Simply
"loading" is sufficient.
Sherman and
Cost ill studied the glycogen storage
patterns in athletes who performed
exhaustive exercise and then1. ate a low carbohydrate diet for 3
days and loaded for 3 days while tapering
exercise;
2. ate their normal diet for 3 days,
then loaded for 3 days while tapering
exercise;
3. ate their normal diet for 6 days,
while performing no exercise for the last 3
days.
The results showed that loading is
definitely beneficial.
Depletion, on the
other hand, offers no advantage to the
trained athlete.
Note that by stopping
exercise and simply resting the muscles,
their glycogen content significantly
increased.
This explains why rest is an
important part of your weekly training
schedule.

/

... , {

--i'N~rmaldiet plus

/
/ (.Deplete, then load
Day

4

5

6

WARNING:
Do not load these carbohydrates
with fats! Fats generally accompany
carbohydrates - butter on toast, soured
cream on potato, oil in fried rice. The
fatty foods may taste good but they just
fatten you up • • • not fuel you up with
glycogen.
For example, for 200 calories
you can have either one piece of toast
with butter, or two pieces of toast with
jelly. The latter, obviously, has more
carbohydrates.
Potatoes, rice, bread, and other starchy
foods are equally effective as honey, soda,
gum drops, and marshmallows for storing
glycogen.
I recommend the starches,
however, since they have more nutritional
value and will provide the vitamins and
minerals, in addition to the carbohydrates,
that contribute towards optimal athletic
performance.

FAMILY 81CYCLE
CENTER
SALES

149A

SERVICE

BELGRADE

ROSLINDALE.

"What foods are the best sources of
carbohydrates?"
asked first time
marathoner Paul Smith. He wanted to be
sure he made the wisest choices.
I
encouraged him to eat breads, cereals,
fruits, juices, vegetables, rice.
and,
of course, the traditional pasta.

MASS.

AVE.
02131

FUJI • SHOGUN • ROSS • RALEIGH
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i-In Traffic ..----------------by

John S.Allen--
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TRAFFIC LIGHT ACTUATORS WHICH DON'T RESPOND tested and used in many places outside
TO BICYCLES:
LET'S GET THEM FIXED
Massachusetts.
The loop of wire in the
pavement
"leed
only
be shaped as a figure
For the past few years, Massachusetts
eight
to
concentrate
its magnetic field
communities have been installing
inside
and
allow
its
sensitivity to be
electromagnetic loop traffic light
increased.
actuators at many intersections.
A loop of
wire is buried in the pavement (often
noticeable as octagonal saw cuts filled
with new tar), and an electric current
through this loop is disturbed whenever a
metal object passes overhead.
These loops
are not usually sensitive enough to detect
a bicycle.
Unless a car comes along,
bicyclists could wait forever at a red
light.
Sometimes a bicyclist triggers a
loop by riding along the saw cut at one
side. Only sometimes.
The effect of these actuators is clear
enough; they encourage violations of the
law, expose bicylcists to unnecessary
danger, and give bicyclists a bad name
among other road users.
Also, since the
Massachusetts traffic laws explicitly grant
bicyclists the rights and duties of the
driver of a vehicle, these actuators are a
violation by the communities and the
Commonwealth of their own law. In the
event of an accident in which one of these
actuators is a factor, the community and
the Commonwealth could be held legally at
fault, and sued for damages.
Public
officials seem unaware of these issues.
Actuators which do respond to bicycles
cost only a few cents more.
They have been

MARATHON )t.~

SPORTS

16~ Mens. A.,..
Com~
617 J~161

FEATURING

FOOTWEAR DY
Saucony
New Balance
Adldas
Drooks
Etoolc

Hike!'

IN STOCK
E.R.G.
and
Gaterlode

280

Bicycle-sensitive
loops would have the
significant advantage of removing almost
all temptation to run red lights.
The
sensitivity of present loops is kept low
prevent their responding to cars in the
next lane exiting the intersection--some
this anyway, so an improved loop has
advantages for more than bicyclists.
NEED FOR A MASSACHUSETTS-WIDE"
BICYCLE ADVOCACY
GROUP
Massachusetts has many bicyclists and many
bicycle clubs, but none alone has enough
members interested or able to give their
time to represent bicyclists' interests to
public officials.
Many Massachusetts
bicyclists regard the Boston Area Bicycle
Coalition as the organization which
undertakes this job, but the Coalition can
not do it alone.
There are two reasons:
(1) The Coalition does not represent
bicyclists from all around Massachusetts'
and
(2) The Coalition does not have
'
enough active members to pursue all issues
of importance to bicyclists.
Some decisions affecting bicyclists are
made in the Massachusetts legislature.
The
Coalition and LAW state Legislative
Representative,
Sarah Heartt, represent
bicyclists' interests there.
But many more
decisions are made administratively,
by
officials of the Massachusetts Department
of Public Works (DPW) and by local
communities.
It takes a statewide
organization to maintain contact with these
officials.
The state DPW is especially
important to us, as are most road
improvement and maintenance projects
involving state planning and funding.
To deal with issues like the traffic light
actuators, we need a statewide
organization.
I suggest that such an
(continued on page 7)
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(continued

from page 8)

organization can be created with the least
effort by working through existing bicycle
clubs like the CRW. All that is needed is
spare time work by one or two people to
send out reports to be published in all of
the club newsletters, statewide,
highlighting issues, mobilizing club
members for letter-writing campaigns
(as the LAW already does at the Federal
level) and alerting cyclists to projects
planned for their communities.
Each club
might select a representative to the
statewide organization, and representatives
would meet four or five times a year
(at cycling events, to combine business and
pleasure when possible).
Organizations such as the one I propose
have had a mighty effect in other states.
It's time we took their example.
Anyone interested in forming such an
organization please contact John Allen,

783-1558.
PETER MOONEY
CUSTOM
RACING AND ~
TOURING FRAMES

ACE
876-8200
2044 Massachusetts Avenue Cambridge
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NEW WHEELWORKS

STORE OPEN

Belmont Wheelworks
480 Trapello Road
Belmont
(Waverly Square)

•:
••
:
:
•
:

•

: 489-3577

:

•

•

10% Discount to CRW Members

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

BICYCLES & CROSS COUNTRY
SALES. SEFMCE

Custom Wheel
Specialists

Cape-In-A-Day:
Leave Boston 4:30am and
ride the Cape Cod Bike Trail to
Provincetown, arriving in time for the
3:30pm ferry back to Boston; I do the
120 miles in about nine hours (including
stops); anyone interested in going on
Friday or Saturday, June and July, contact
John Gregory, 723-4917.

Half Metric, Metric, and Double Metric
Centuries:
The GRANITE STATE WHEELMEN and
the NASHOBA VALLEY PEDALERS are holding
this invitational on Sunday; May 23. 1982
starting from the Common in Harvard, MA (at
the intersection of routes 110 & Ill, about
1 1/2 miles South
of Route 2, 2 miles West
of 1-495). Map and route instructions
provided, sag wagon, cookie stop too.
For everyone: Half Metric Century - 30+
miles of rolling countryside using the same
starting and finishing route as the Metric.
Start time: 9:00 am. No Fee. Route will
be arrowed.
For the Enthusiasts:
Metric Century - 60+
mile ride thru some beautiful New England
Towns - Lancaster, Groton, Pepperell,
Westford, etc. - over a rolling route - no
very steep or endless hills, but constant
variety.
Start time: 9:00 am (6:00 am OK,
but call). $2.00 Fee. Will be arrowed.

MYSTIC VALLEY
729-0425
889 Main Street
Winchester

•:
••
:

Other Rides

For the Animals:
Double Metric - Do the
Metric.
Have lunch, refill your munchie
stash, and then do the Metric BACKWARDS •
(Double Metric riders will be allowed to
heckle and taunt Metric riders going the
other way.) An early start will allow
"long slow" riders to take up to 14 hours
and still finish in daylight.
Double
Metric riders are requested to
pre-register with a phone call
(to 11:00 pm) to the organizer.
Start
time:6:00 am (9:00 am OK if you are very
fast).
$3.00 Fee. No extra arrows on
return route.

SKIS

ACCESSORIES· CLOTHING

No MasterCharge or Visa
on Club Discounts. Please.

Contact:
N. Chris Paulhus, #83 Old Mill
Road, Harvard, MA 01451, (617) 772-0784,
if you have any questions.
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r----- Members Business Directory
,

The Wheelpeople
Business
Directory allows
CRW member$ to
have their
business cards
printed for 6
months for only
$10. Send your
business card,
with a $10 check
payable to CRW,
to:
Jeff Luxenberg
CRW Wheel people
19 Sparhawk St.
Brighton, MA
02135

SPORTS MEDICINE RESOURCE, INC.

/1\

W

SPORTS NUTRITION

ASSOCIA TES

830 BOYLSTON STREET, BROOKLINE, MA 02167

ENTERPRISES

1-3
0
f-'.

Water & Energy
Conservation

f.-'
(l)

rt
(fJ

35 Payson Road
Belmont,

MA 02178

UJ

NANCY CLARK, A.D., M.S.
NUTRITION COUNSELING

TELEPHONE
739·2003

.j...J

QJ
U

::j
r(l

~

(617) 489-3141

DEBRA GLASSMAN

Showers

BICYCLE TOUR NORTHERN
ITALY-Milan to Venice. Experience
the cuisine and the arts of this
magnificent land. Country inns,
meals, support vehicle. Tours for
all levels of ability. Free brochure.

PASCAt:S
BlMLE
TOURinG

NO. 515
175 FREEMAN STREET
BROOKLINE, MA 02146

For Sale
Spring Special: Two 28 spoke time trial
wheels, phil wood hubs, clement time trial
tires, aged,ridden once, built by Dick
Talbot (Author of Designing and Building
Your Own Frameset). Call Mark Broderick,
339-7910, evenings.

Our thanks to Ken Dempsey
of the CRW Wheelpeople:

the printer

1()~~ShJp
Xerographic Copies. Offset Printing
Typesetting.
Bindery & Mailing Services
Ken Dempsey
Steve Kilgore

991 Main Street
Waltham, MA 02154

Riding Companion Wanted: To Brunswick,
Maine on or about June 19th and/or from
Brunswick, Maine July 10th. Interested
folks should call CRW member Dena at
643-6257 persistently. Thanks.

For Sale: Handmade, Alex Singer, 18 1/2",
mixte frame, ladies bike. 531 thruout.
Royal blue with chromed fork crown, front
and rear tips. 15 speeds. Top quality
components, ridden 50 miles. A beautiful
bike for a small lady. Cost $1,000 in
1976. Make an offer. Conntact Eugene A.
Gaston, 875-8514, evenings, 7 to 9 pm.
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Notices

River Wheelmen------,

OFFICERS AND COORDINATORS

Transportation to GEAR-Up:
New estimates
on renting a van to travel to GEAR-Up in
Shippensburg~ PA~ indicate it will only
cost $45 per person if a minimum of 12
people take part. If you want to go in the
van~ please call Barry Fricks @ 247-4832 as
soon as possible.

Circulation Editor Position Open: The CRW
is looking for someone to replace Rosalie
as Circulation Editor.
Responsibilities
include labeling and mailing the
Wheelpeople each month.
Pre-addressed
labels are provided by Rosalie~ who will
continue as Membership Coordinator.
The
job takes about six hours a month (four if
you have someone help).
If interested
contact Rosalie Blum~ at 272-7785~ and she
will fill you in on the details.

President - Sam Johnson
Vice-President - Jill Eiseman
V.P. of Rides - Debra Glassman
Membership - Rosalie Blum
Information - Jacek Rudowski
Editor - Jeffery A. Luxenberg
Circulation Editor - Rosalie Blum
Advertising Editor - Walt McNeil
Treasurer - Don Blake
Mileage Coordinator - Ed Trumbull
Publicity Chairman - Curt Audin
Social
Bill Piekos
Safety - Bill Risinger
Awards - John Kane
Winter Rides - Walter McNeil

Dave Brahmer
Ji11 Eiseman
Barry Fricks
Sam Hull
Sam Johnson

655-8774
641-1066
489-3141
272-7785
625-0610
254-3318
272-7785
325-8229
275-7878
332-8546
325-6210
395-5699
321-7623
396-2230
325-8229

Patty Kirkpatrick
Mark Lamkin
Dick Lewis
Jeffery A. Luxenberg

~:'jlmJII}Vla
Chapter Club of the League of American Wheelmen
Affiliated Club of the American Youth Hostels
The purpose of the Charles River Wheelmen is the enjoyment and advancement
of bicycling
and related healthful activities.
We try to fulfill our purpose through the sponsorship
of
rides and other social gatherings,
through publicity of the benefits of cycling, through
cooperation
with other organizations
(notably the League of American ~~heelmen and the
illnerican Youth Hostels), through encouragement
of favorable actions by the bicycling
industry
and by government,
through education of the bicycling community and general public, and
through other suitable means.
We are perhaps best known for our year-round
rides program.
Our regular season goes
from early spring to late fall; it includes Sunday rides that have at least two differentlypaced routes.
Leaders stay in the rear to assist new riders and insure that nobody gets left
behind.
The routes are arrowed in advance by the leaders, and sometimes maps are given out.
Sunday rides usually meet at a common lunch stop to facilitiate
social interaction
(swapping
advice, tall tales, sandwiches,
and brake cables).
Our winter Frostbite Rides are more
informal;
the pace and routes are mutually decided by the hardy bunch that shows up to brave
the elements.
We also sponsor at least one Century
(lOO-mile ride) each year and award patches
to those who complete 25, 50, or 100 miles.
Riding. with a group is different
than riding alone.
It is imperative
that you obey all
traffic laws, especially
stopping for red lights and stop signs and signalling when turning.
You should always carry a pump, a small patch kit, a wrench and screwdriver,
a map, and most
importantly,
the knowledge of how to use them.
Often, others in the CRW will stop to assist
you if you have a flat or a minor adjustment,
but you should be prepared just the same.
The
CR~l is a volunteer
group.
We cannot and will not take responsibility
for problems or injuries
that may arise due to road hazards, improper traffic manuevers,
bad weather, chasing dogs,
improperly maintained
equipment,
or that hot pastrami sandwich you had for lunch.
But we will
take credit if you meet a new friend, discover a new route, learn a tip from an old-timer,
see the ocean at sunrise, ride your first Century, meet your future spouse, or discover the
bicycle of your dreams in our classified
ads.
Hay the wind always be at your back!
The Charles River Wheelmen is a 100% chapter
count ry 's

oldest

bicyclin 9

organization,

club of the
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Bike Shop Discounts

•

Harris Cyclery, 1249 Washington St.,
West Newton 244-1040

CRW membership entitles you to various
discounts in the following shops:

•

International Bicycle Center,
70 Brighton Ave.,
Allston
783-5804

•

Laughing Alley Bicycle Shop,
51 Harvard Ave.,
Allston
783-5832

•

Lincoln Guide Service, Lincoln Rd.,
Lincoln
259-9204

•

Mystic Valley Wheelworks,
889 Main St.
Winchester 729-0425

•

Northeast Bicycles,
102 Broadway (Route 1),
Saugus
233-2664

•

Ace Wheelworks, 2044 Mass. Ave.,
Cambridge
876-8200

•

Belmont Wheelworks, 480 Trapello Road,
Belmont
489-3577

•

The Bicycle Exchange, 3 Bow Street,
Cambridge
864-1300

•

The Bicycle Workshop, 233 Mass Ave.,
Cambridge
876-6555

•

The Cycle Loft, 1644 Mass. Ave. ,
Lexington
862-7048

•

Family Bicycle Center, 149A Belgrade
Rosindale
323-9720

*************************************************************************
CRW APPLICATION/RELEASE

FORM

CRW membership includes membership in the League of American Wheelmen.
Do
NOT mail your LAW dues separately to LAW.
Ignore renewal notices from LAW.
If renewing, please include your LAW number (on your LAW Bulletin label).
Name( s)__________________

Phone

Address

If renewal,

--------------------

_
LAW#

--------

City, State, ZIP
Total enclosed
_
I acknowledge that bicycling has an inherent risk of bodily harm, and I
agree to assume those risks.
I release and hold harmless, the Charles
River Wheelmen, its officers and participants.
I am at least 16 yrs. old.
Signature
,____________
Date
_
Parent

signature

DUES

if under

18

_

$20 individual, $26 household, $30 sustaining membership

Mail to:

Rosalie Blum, 11 Humbolt Avenue,

The Charles River Wheelmen

3 Bow Street
Cambridge,

MA 02138

Burlington, MA

01803
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